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Language Policy and the European Strategies  

MAIN INFO

SALTO E&T link: https://salto-et.net/events/show/PT01_0434_THO_2022

Sector:  SE   VET   HE   AE  Priority: Other

Scope: Transnational

Type of presence: Face-to-Face Venue country: Portugal

Venue city: Lisbon Working language: English

Key Action: KA1 TCA documents: Programme
Multilingualism.pdf

Postponed: No E+ Academy: No

Start date: 05.12.2022 End date: 06.12.2022

Subtopic:  EU policy  

TCA DESCRIPTION

Themes and goals: Compulsory education, from kindergarten to upper-secondary: projects that are
being carried out in Portuguese schools with bilingual education using the CLIL
methodology, implying other institutions as the British Council Portugal and the
European Council for Modern Languages. Higher education and research:
a consortium that is developing a European project to support translation of
scientific works for publication - OPERAS+. The main aim of the event is to build
partnerships among institutions from any of the four sectors invited to take part
(school education, VET, adult education and HEIs) to develop projects on
multilingualism or multilingualism issues. The organizers will introduce
guidelines and the invited speakers will provide/supply inputs that are going to
inform and inspire all participants, mainly those with few or non-relevant
experience in planning and developing European partnership projects The
activity will focus on providing an overview on some relevant aspects of
multilingualism keeping in mind several needs of the participants according to
the sectors they belong to and for the different stages in international
cooperation and mobility activities involving institutions from the different
sectors. This event addresses teachers, project managers and representatives
of different kinds of education and training institutions and decision makers, for
with an increasing mobility within the European space multilingual issues require
new approaches not only in the learning/teaching process, in the research
communication and scientific publishing, but also at the national policies
level. This event offers them space to explore the programme as a tool for
supporting their participation within the programme itself.

Expected results: The setting up of school partnerships do develop projects on multilingualism and
the strengthen relations and project development among universities and HEI;
strengthening national multilingual policies by supporting projects in this
area ·                    Enhance participants from all the four sectors in getting
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involved in European partnerships and cooperation activities.·                   
Present hands-on approach when planning and implementing new European
partnership project applications.·                    Provide concrete and practical
advice and methods for getting involved in European projects.·                   
Have experience with the Erasmus+ ET European project activities 
·                    Potentially institutions with a few experiences with organizing
projects for mixed multilingual groups that want to develop strategical
approaches.

Additional
information:

PARTNERS AND PARTICIPANTS

Organiser NA: PT01 - Agência Nacional Erasmus+ Educação e Formação (PROALV)

Number of
participants:

60

Target group:

Erasmus+ Programme
experience level:

Profile of participants: All education levels, including teachers, trainers, professores and policy makers.

Participants per
country:

Sending partner(s) -
Booked places:

 AT01 - 4   DE02 - 2   DE03 - 3   DK01 - 2   EE01 - 2   ES01 - 5   HU01 - 3  
 LT01 - 4   LU01 - 2   LV01 - 3   NL01 - 3   PL01 - 5   RO01 - 2   SI01 - 2  
 SE01 - 3   RS01 - 4 

Pending Sending
partner application(s)
- Booked places:

-

Accepted Sending
partner(s) - Accepted
places:

 AT01 - 6   DE02 - 2   DE03 - 3   DK01 - 2   EE01 - 2   ES01 - 8   HU01 - 3  
 LT01 - 4   LU01 - 2   LV01 - 3   NL01 - 3   PL01 - 5   RO01 - 2   SI01 - 2  
 SE01 - 3   RS01 - 4 

Pending booked
places:

0

Accepted places: 54

TCA PARTICIPANT APPLICATION

Start date of TCA
Participant
Application:

04.11.2022 Application deadline: 15.11.2022

Confirmation deadline 16.11.2022 Confirmation deadline 18.11.2022
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for Sending NAs: for Organiser NAs:

i SALTO cannot be held responsible for information uploaded by the Organiser National Agencies
regarding training and cooperation activities (TCAs). Please inform SALTO, whenever you should
come upon incorrect data. Always contact the Organiser/Co-organisers of the TCAs themselves for
the latest information.
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